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Close-up on wholecrop.
Making sure nothing
goes to waste.

Switching to crimp
speeds up beef growth
Switching to crimped cereals
instead of feeding them dryrolled has marked a turning point
for Colin and Gareth Pugh’s beef
enterprise on Cwmwhitton Farm.
The father and son team who
farm 1,000 acres (405ha) in
Whitton, Powys on the EnglishWelsh border say their farm is
mixed in the traditional sense so
every enterprise has to dovetail
with another.
So, when they learnt that crimping
grain meant harvesting around
three weeks earlier than usual,
they could see a big advantage
from the outset.
“We could see we’d be harvesting in
better weather and would take the
pressure off both the main cereal
harvest and the seed potatoes
which come early in September,”
says Gareth (pictured). “And getting
the barley off early would also
mean we could sow an autumn
forage crop like stubble turnips

for grazing lambs or even reseed
grassland prior to the winter.”
The reality lived up to their
expectations in every way but
exceeded them greatly in terms of
animal performance.
“From the moment we started
feeding crimp in 2008 it was
obviously very palatable and
there’s definitely been less feet
trouble and absolutely no sign of
acidosis,” says Gareth.
What he couldn’t tell was precisely
how fast the cattle were growing
when fed on crimp but he was in a
favourable position to find out.
“We are a Farming Connect Farm
which means we can be used for
demonstration purposes by the
Welsh government, and it also
gives us the opportunity to do
some trials,” explains Gareth.
“I was keen to carry out a trial
using crimped cereals as I wanted
continued on page 2

Meet Team KC.
Here to help and just a
phone call away!

Be sure to visit us at any of the trade and regional
events we are attending this year. (See back cover for diary dates)

continued from page 1

For Gareth he says the farm is definitely
sticking with crimp and has seen more and
more advantages over the years. Apart from
the earlier harvest which is a huge bonus for
this farm, he says both the quantity and quality
of crop is better.
“We harvest barley for crimping at 3.75t/acre
at 35% moisture compared with 2.75t/acre for
the dry harvested crop at 16% moisture,” he
says. “This equates to a dry matter per acre
of 2.44 tonnes for crimp compared with 2.31
tonnes for dry cereals and the crimp’s protein
is higher and its digestibility better because
much less lignin has formed.”
Other advantages he cites include crimping,
treating and clamping on the day of harvest
and slashing the need for rolling and bagging
grain – with the dust and labour involved –
through the winter.

Gareth Pugh proudly displays the quality of his crimp.

to convince myself we were doing the right
thing,” he says. “As a demonstration farm we
were able to do so under the supervision of
independent nutritionist, David Hendy, who
designed a trial for the farm.”
Continental cross bull beef from the herd’s
140 Salers suckler cows were randomly split
into two groups and put on to one of two
nutritionally equal rations. One group was fed
dry-rolled barley with oats, beans, minerals
and yeast while for the other group the rolled
barley was substituted with a 50:50 mix of
crimped wheat and barley. Both groups were
fed their rations ad lib, along with plentiful
water and straw.
The outcome of the trial was conclusive, with
bulls fed the ration with crimp performing
better than those fed rolled cereals. Those
on the crimp had a 2.97% increase in daily
liveweight gain and a £39.44 per head increase
in margin over feed. They also had a 2.5%
increase in carcase weight from 1.5% fewer
days in age and carcase grades were higher
with more grading U+ and one E on the crimp.
“The figures need to be seen in the context
of a one-off trial but they concur with other
research carried out over a number of years
which suggests crimped cereals do perform
better than dry-rolled,” says Mr Hendy. “We
also know that crimp is excellent from a
nutritional perspective as it is safer for the
rumen and more digestible than rolled grain.”
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“I have also bought a new crimper – a Korte
700 – which will keep up with the combine at
harvest, can also roll dry grain and I can hire
out to other farms,” he says.
“Crimping has certainly made growing cereals
on an upland farm with a short growing season
much more manageable,” he says. “It’s made
winter feeding – for both beef and sheep –
much easier than before and most important of
all, we’re getting better animal performance.”
This article was first published in Farmers Weekly
on 15 May 2015.

What is grain crimping?
Grain crimping involves the rolling of earlyharvested cereals through a crimping machine
to expose the carbohydrate and protein, and
the application of a buffered organic acidbased preservative. This ensures a controlled
fermentation and maximum nutrient retention
once stored in an airtight clamp (or plastic
tube). A range of modern preservatives allows
crimping at grain moisture contents of 15%
to 45% although the most digestible crimped
grain, giving the best animal performance, is
harvested when moisture is above 25%. Crimp
must remain sealed for at least three weeks and
can then be fed throughout the year.

kelvincave.com
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TEN TOP CRIMPING TIPS
See pages 4 and 5 for more product information.
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Ensure that all areas where the grain is to be handled and stored are clean. Grain
handling machinery must also be thoroughly cleaned before use.
Treat storage areas prior to harvest to eliminate grain-storage pests such as grain
mites, weevils and grain beetles. If possible avoid storing straw close to crimped
grain – infestation by grain-storage pests can be transmitted from straw.
Check grain moisture content and use the appropriate Crimpstore preservative
at the recommended rate for the tested grain moisture. We recommend using
our easy to use, specially calibrated moisture meter that will give accurate
readings up to 50% moisture.
Process and ensile all grain within 24 hours of harvesting.

Ensure the crimper is set correctly so that all grains are crushed. Calibrate the
preservative applicator to apply the recommended amount of Crimpstore.
The crimper should be fitted with spray nozzles to ensure even coverage with
Crimpstore as the grain travels along the bottom auger.
Make sure the clamp walls are solid and can withstand the pressure of
clamp consolidation.

Consolidate the crimped crop well, in thin layers, using the Dorset Wedge method.

Keep the clamp sealed for at least three weeks before feeding. Make sure all air
is excluded. Use new, heavy-duty polythene side-sheeting and cover the clamp
with O2 Barrier 2in1 top sheet for the most effective air-tight seal. Covering
should be weighted-down evenly using ClampTiles.
Cut the feed neatly from the face and manage it so that feed is removed across
the whole face at least once a week, or more frequently in warmer weather.
Keep the face of the clamp uncovered as pulling the sheet down over an open
face can create an ‘incubator’ for spoilage organisms.
Take precautions against vermin. Rats, mice and birds can cause damage to
your crimped grain; your local Kelvin Cave representative can give you useful
advice on how to avoid this.

01458 252 281
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THE BUILDING
BLOCKS FOR
MAKING GREAT
CRIMPED FEED
It is almost impossible to understate the positive impact home-grown crimped grain can have
on the well-being of beef and dairy herds, and the increase in liveweight and milk yield that can
be realised when well-made, well-preserved cereals are included as part of a feeding regime.
Growing and processing cereals on-farm for livestock can also prove more cost-effective than
bought-in feeds, the price of which can fluctuate dramatically depending on global demands and
successful harvests.
Making good crimped feed requires a number of building blocks. Putting them all together in
the right order means a perfect fit and results that really stack up! So here then is our list of
recommended components for field to feed-out crimping success.

Harvesting
The Wile Crimping Moisture Meter, available exclusively from
Kelvin Cave Ltd, tests whole grain, and is the only moisture
meter that can provide accurate readings on all grain from 12%
up to 50% moisture. Quick and easy to use, this meter makes
life easier for contractors and farmers, helping to determine the
optimum moisture content for harvesting, as well as ensuring
that correct levels of preservative are applied.

Preserving
For the effective preservation of high value crimped feeds,
Crimpstore should be applied by a pump applicator through
the crimping machine. The preservative works by directly
acidifying the crimped grain, thereby minimising the amount
of valuable rumen nutrients that could be lost in a poorly
controlled fermentation. Crimpstore is formulated to give
maximum protection against spoilage organisms that could
cause deterioration of the feed once the clamp or bag is
opened at feed-out.
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Kelvin Cave Ltd are sole distributors in the UK and Eire for
the Murska/Korte range of grain crimpers and baggers. The
range includes machines capable of processing from 5 to 40+
tonnes per hour, covering all the requirements of farmers and
contractors alike. Options and extras include mill and mix, onboard weighing systems and a range of chassis/towbar options.

AT
D

For a full round-up of our current range of crimpers, bruisers
and dry rolling machines, together with options that include
mill and mix, bagging and on-board weighing, please turn to
pages 6 and 7 in this issue of KnowHow.

Sealing
Protecting your clamp has never been easier. O2 Barrier 2in1
is applied as a single sheet which separates into two on the
clamp (a protective, high-quality top layer covering a layer of
very oxygen impermeable, polyamide vacuum film). O2 Barrier
provides up to a tenfold decrease in oxygen permeability (less
than 30 cm3 of oxygen per m2 per day). Up to 40% lighter than
conventional sheeting systems, O2 Barrier ensures the rapid
formation and sustainability of anaerobic conditions in the
clamp by forming an airtight seal.

ClampTiles are made from 90 per cent recycled material with
a life expectancy of around 15 years. They are ergonomically
designed for ease of handling and, unlike tyres, they don’t
harbour rainwater and debris, and when not in use can be
stacked on pallets for compact and convenient storage.
ClampTiles simply butt together to provide total edge-to-edge
protection, helping to minimise bird and rodent damage right
across the clamp.

Please visit our website at kelvincave.com for more detailed
information about all of the products featured here.
We also recommend you refer to our Ten Top
Crimping Tips on page 3 of this issue of KnowHow.
Your regional Kelvin Cave sales manager will also be
pleased to assist with any queries you may have
regarding all aspects of home-grown feed production.
See back page for contact details.

01458 252 281
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CEREAL
KILLERS
with the power to
CRIMP, BRUISE and ROLL
Kelvin Cave Ltd offers a unique range of grain-processing machinery to match the throughput
capacities and usage demands of the smallest-scale farm requirement to the largest
contracting operation. With the cereal harvesting season fast approaching, here’s a timely
reminder of the extensive and versatile range of machines and services available.
Together with the world-renowned Korte and Murska machines from Finland, we also
offer our very own all-British Bruiser which is rapidly becoming an acknowledged leader
in its class.
Our range also includes baggers and mill and mix machines, as well as trailer or skid-mounted
options for some smaller and mid-range capacity models, as well as on-board weighing systems to
help accurately monitor crop yield and throughput.
Our extensive in-house workshop facilities enable us
to provide a range of customising options to perfectly
match the individual requirements of farmers and
contractors, together with the refurbishment of
pre-owned machines available for sale. Our national
network of regional service engineers also provide
pre-season maintenance, repairs and upgrades and
play a key role in our guaranteed after-sales support
pledge.
With machines capable of throughputs of between
1.5 and 50 tonnes/hour there is one to suit every
requirement. Such as the compact Murska 220 roller

mill that can be located beneath a silo for
on-demand grain processing, to the massive
Korte 2000 - workhorse of many contractors and
large-scale farmers.

Clearly, with such a choice of machines and
options it is impossible to feature all of them here.
On the facing page we give just a taste of the
range and more information can be found on our
website. Please call us to discuss your specific
requirements and to obtain advice about operation
and maintenance.
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Murska 220SM electric or pto-driven
roller mill with 1.5t/hr capacity.
Murska 350S2 (right) with
5t/hr capacity, also available
with trailer mounting and as a
mill and mix option (below).

KC Bruiser 600 grain
roller/crimper has a
throughput of 7-20t/hr
depending on grain type.
Static or skid-mounted
versions are available.

It’s a fair crop!
Korte 700SD Crimper (left)
can process up to 15t/hr of
moist grain. A trailed version
is available. A version of the
700SD with optional mineral
hopper is pictured below.

Korte 1400S Crimper, shown here
with 2 x acid barrel racks and winches,
and rear-mounted IBC carrier, can
process up to 30t/hr of moist grain.

Korte 2000S Crimper, shown here with 2 x
acid barrel racks and winches and bagger,
can process up to 50t/hr of moist grain. Ideal
workhorse for contractors.

01458 252 281
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Meeting the
wholecrop
challenge
Feeding high quality forage is a cornerstone
of profitable beef production and for West
Country farmer, Mark Amesbury, this means
grass, wholecrop and maize silages have to be
harvested and stored in peak condition.
Last season he believes the three forages
performed better than ever before and he
consistently achieved average liveweight gains
of 1.1kg/day for his Angus and Hereford dairy
cross beef reared on just forage plus 1kg/head/
day of a high protein pellet.

The challenges of wholecrop
silage have been met with Safesil,
which has bolstered performance
and profits on Webbington Farm
in Axbridge, Somerset.
Farm Mark) and the Hereford/dairy crosses to
Mitchells and Butlers (the largest operator of
restaurants and pubs in the UK), he says his
buyers are both discerning and exacting.
“Most people are aware of the high standards
demanded by Dovecote Park on behalf of
Waitrose but our Herefords are destined for the
less well-known steakhouses, Miller and Carter,”
says Mark (pictured right).

So, as he turns his attention to foraging this
season, he says he will replicate everything he
did last year.

In fact, these steakhouses only sell 30-day
aged and hand cut beef and have just been
awarded ‘England’s best sirloin steak, 2015’ in
the Quality Standard Mark Excellence Awards
hosted by EBLEX.

Selling the Angus cross dairy steers on
contract to Dovecote Park (through agents,

“Like Dovecote, what they require most of all is
consistency and they insist on the beef having
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very specific requirements for age and shape
and want a fat score of three or four and a
deadweight of 280kg,” he says.
This is achieved through the monthly
assessment and weighing of each animal and
maintaining the same high quality of ration
throughout the year.
“This hasn’t always been easy, and wholecrop
in particular can be prone to spoilage,
especially when the clamp is open and the sun
is beating down,” he says. “We have suffered
from mould and heating at the face which
can even be a problem in winter when we are
feeding out slowly.
“So when David Warner from Kelvin Cave
Ltd suggested we tried Safesil we eventually
decided to switch from the bacterial inoculant
we had previously been using,” he says.
“Safesil is a silage preservative which differs
from other products on the market and we
are always confident it will work if it’s applied
correctly and at the right rate, in even the most
difficult situations,” explains David. “It includes
ingredients used in human food preservation
including sodium nitrite which kills harmful
bacteria, and sodium benzoate and potassium
sorbate, which are the only commonly
used preservatives proven to eliminate the
activity of moulds without compromising
fermentation.”

Mark Amesbury (left) with David Warner of Kelvin Cave Ltd.

found that a core sample taken in August 2014
was almost identical to a face sample taken
in December.
“The sample taken from the face had a
starch value of 28%, crude protein of 10%,
metabolisable energy of 10.1MJ/kg DM and a
pH of 4.5,” he says. “This was almost identical
to the earlier core sample and shows that
it had not lost quality over time and after
opening, but had been well preserved and had
good intake characteristics.”
Today Mark says the total mixed ration has
performed so well that he is reluctant to
change any of its components throughout the
rearing process.
“In the past we have included barley for
finishing in the last couple of months but this
year we didn’t bother,” he says. “We
just left the cattle on the same ration all
the way through as they were doing so well
on it and there didn’t seem any point in
messing around.”
In fact he admits that even maize silage – also
preserved with Safesil – has sometimes been
surplus to requirements as the cattle have been
finishing so quickly and so well without it.

It was around four years ago that Mark first
tried the product and he says he has no
intention of switching back.
“We just don’t get any mould or heating and
there’s no waste at all when we pull the silage
out,” he says. “This year we went through the
wholecrop very slowly but it smelt really sweet
and clean all the way through.”
In fact, he says he has had his wholecrop
forage analysed by his feed company and

01458 252 281

Furthermore, he says he has increased the
number of beef coming through the system,
now finishing around 220 head, up from 190 in
previous years, as feed wastage has become a
thing of the past.
“It’s almost annoying that Safesil has done
so well,” laughs Mark. “It’s true it is the most
expensive product in the company’s range but I
have no option but to buy it as I know it works
so well!”
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Close-up on
WHOLECROP
Turning a cereal crop into good quality silage
is often perceived as a simple, low-cost option
for getting a starchy feed into ruminant
rations, and also provides the benefit of
rumen-stimulating ‘scratch factor’.
However, if you cut too early the overall starch
yield will be low because the plant has had
insufficient growing time to produce enough
sugars, through photosynthesis, to convert
to starch in the
grain. Cutting
after the crop has
reached 40% DM
will give higher
starch content,
but this may be
compromised by
reduced digestibility
of the whole plant,
due to lignification.
The ideal stage to
harvest is when the
crop DM is between
35% and 40%, and the grain has the consistency
of firm, cottage cheese; but, if it is not
harvested, ensiled and preserved effectively,
the end result can often be disappointing, with
a poor quality, aerobically unstable (heating)
silage exposing livestock to the risk of reduced
intake and mycotoxin challenges.
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With all wholecrop silages aim for a choplength of around 50mm (2 inches) as this
is ideal for the rumen and helps with good
consolidation in the clamp. Make sure the
harvester is fitted with a grain processor which
is adjusted correctly to crack every grain. Even
harvested at this stage, unprocessed grains will
pass through the animal undigested.
Cereal crops almost always have high levels of
yeasts and moulds
and undesirable
bacteria on them,
and these have the
potential to grow
rapidly both in
the sealed clamp
(where they result
in invisible energy
and DM losses) and
at the open face
(where the losses
are evidenced by
heating). Treating
the crop with Safesil as it passes through
the harvester is the most effective way of
minimising the costly damage these organisms
can cause.
Safesil’s unique blend of human food-grade
preservatives is proven to destroy these

kelvincave.com

harmful microorganisms whilst leaving the
useful lactic acid bacteria to ferment the silage
unchallenged. This results in more DM retained
and silage that will remain stable for long
periods once exposed to air.
However, trials have shown that standard
delivery equipment fitted to forage harvesters
often fails to apply additives evenly - if at all - to
all of the crop. But by retro-fitting a Silaspray
SP Standard-Maxi to self-propelled or trailed
harvesters an even, controlled and effective
dose of additive can be delivered to all of the
crop for optimum protection and zero wastage.
Well-compacted silage means more efficient
use of available clamp space and less risk of
air penetration into the silage face when it is
opened. Using a SilaPactor to consolidate the
crop in thin layers can increase compaction
density by up to 40%, and saves time and fuel
in the process because it works across its full
3-metre width – fewer tractor passes for a
better end-result!

✔

✔

✔

✔
Air - or more precisely oxygen - is always the
enemy of silage, so achieving and maintaining
a good air-tight seal is essential. Good quality,
strong side sheets on the clamp walls are vital,
but actually most oxygen penetrates through
the top sheet. Standard polyethylene silage
sheets can allow up to 180g of oxygen/m2
to pass through them every day, resulting in
composting rather than fermentation in the top
silage layers. Sealing the clamp with O2 Barrier
2in1 silage film can reduce this to less than
30g/m2/day.
O2 Barrier 2in1 consists of a 20µm polyamide
film, which is a highly effective oxygen
barrier, combined with an 80µm high-grade
polyethylene top layer. Laid as a single
sheet, the layers separate on the clamp. The
polyamide layer is sucked down onto the top
of the silage to ‘vacuum-pack’ it, minimising
the risk of top and shoulder waste, while the
top layer provides conventional protection.
Here’s a checklist of everything you need to
make great wholecrop silage - every time.

01458 252 281

✔

✔

Safesil is a special blend of food
grade preservatives applied to
the crop as it is picked up by the
harvester. It eradicates all the major
spoilage organisms - enterobacteria,
clostridia, yeasts and moulds - that
are present on forage crops in large
numbers at harvest.
Silaspray SP Standard-Maxi is a
high-specification pump that can
deliver high volumes of additive at
rates of up to 550 litres/hour,
equivalent to up to five litres per
tonne. It is recommended for use
with Safesil to ensure the correct
application rate.
SilaPactor speeds up the clamp
compaction process almost fourfold, saving both time and fuel.
At 3m wide and weighing about
4,000kg with 11 individual roller
rings, it can increase dry matter
compaction density by up to 40%
compared to tractor rolling.
O2 Barrier 2in1 is the ultimate in
clamp protection, comprising a highquality top layer covering a layer of
very oxygen-impermeable
polyamide vacuum film. The latter
offers up to a tenfold decrease in
oxygen permeability (<30 cm3 of
oxygen per m2 per day).
ClampTiles are made from 90 per
cent recycled material with a life
expectancy of around 15 years.
They provide edge-to-edge clamp
protection and can be stacked on
pallets when not in use for easy
storage. Unlike tyres, they don’t
harbour rainwater and debris.
ClampNet is a 300g/m2, heavy-duty
green silage cover with seamed,
stitched edges which offers added
protection from attack by birds and
vermin. ClampNets are reusable and
feature reinforced ‘loops’ to enable
secure attachment of gravel bags.
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Dates
for your
Diary

MEET THE TEAM
Kelvin Cave

Managing Director
07977 252 661
kelvin@kelvincave.co.uk

Andy Strzelecki

Technical Director
07977 252 664
andy@kelvincave.co.uk

Come and see us at any of the
following events throughout 2015:
4-6 June
Royal Cornwall Show

The Royal Cornwall Showground, Wadebridge
Ian Hall

Sales Director
07977 252 663
ian@kelvincave.co.uk

18-21 June
Royal Highland Show

Michael Carpenter

20-23 July
Royal Welsh Show

Area Sales Manager
Northern
07817 977 701
michael@kelvincave.co.uk

Bryn Thomas

Area Sales Manager
North Wales & Cheshire
07739 323 322
bryn@kelvincave.co.uk

Rachel Webber

Area Sales Manager
Cornwall & West Devon
07801 200 546
rachel@kelvincave.co.uk

Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston, Edinburgh

Llanelwedd, Builth Wells, Powys

22 July
Driffield Show

The Showground, Kelleythorpe, Driffield

20 August
Denbighshire & Flint Show
The Green, Denbigh

16 September
UK Dairy Day

The International Centre, Telford
David Warner

Area Sales Manager
Southern
07814 934 481
david@kelvincave.com

7 October
Dairy Event

Bath & West Showground, Shepton Mallet

All you need to grow
t: 01458 252 281 e: sales@kelvincave.com
kelvincave.com

